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	The specifications in this book are the result of a number of case studies performed by
	researchers from the Programming Research Group at the University of Amsterdam.
	The primary goal was to study the use of the techniques developed by the
	Programming Research Group for the specification of real-life protocols. From the
	pool of available case studies we made a selection that focuses on communication
	protocols, which we present in an order well suited for use in education. We hope
	that this book provides a first step towards a methodology for the design of
	communication protocols using PSF.


	The following people have contributed to this book: Jacob Brunekreef, Henrik
	Jacobsson1, Sjouke Mauw2, Gert Veltink3 and Jos van Wamel.


	Other people have helped in initiating and creating this book. The editors
	would like to express their gratitude for their help in various ways to Jan Bergstra,
	Jacob Brunekreef, Bob Diertens, Casper Dik, Hans Kamps, Hans Mulder and Jos van
	Wamel.
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Writing Perl Modules for CPANApress, 2002

	AS LARRY WALL, creator of Perl, puts it, "Perl makes easy jobs easy and hard jobs possible." This is a large part of what makes Perl such a great language—most jobs really are easy in Perl. But that still leaves the hard ones—database access, GUI development, Web clients, and so on. While...
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American Politics TodayW W Norton, 2018

	
		Cut through the noise to understand how politics really works

	Fake news. Twitter rants. Misinformation. Silos. Echo chambers. Spin. Alternative facts. Investigation, accusation, and obfuscation. Punditry, polls, and prognostication. This is today’s politics. To cut through the noise, students...
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Scattering of Electromagnetic Waves: Advanced TopicsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2001
Electromagnetic wave scattering is an active, interdisciplinary area of research with myriad practical applications in fields ranging from atomic physics to medical imaging to geoscience and remote sensing. In particular, the subject of wave scattering by random discrete scatterers and rough surfaces presents great theoretical challenges due to the...
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Foundations of Cognitive Psychology: Core ReadingsMIT Press, 2002
Scientists from many disciplines, including physics, chemistry, biology, and neuroscience, contribute to the study of cognition. Cognitive psychology, the science of the human mind and of how people process information, is at the core of empirical investigations into the nature of mind and thought.    This anthology is based on the assumption that...
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The Arithmetic of Elliptic Curves (Graduate Texts in Mathematics)Springer, 2009
The theory of elliptic curves is distinguished by its long history and by the diversity of the methods that have been used in its study. This book treats the arithmetic theory of elliptic curves in its modern formulation, through the use of basic algebraic number theory and algebraic geometry. The book begins with a brief discussion of the...
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Effective Functional Verification: Principles and ProcessesSpringer, 2006
Effective Functional Verification is organized into 4 parts. The first part contains 3 chapters designed appeal to newcomers and experienced people to the field. There is a survey of various verification methodologies and a discussion of them.
The second part with 3 chapters is targeted towards people in management and...
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